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About This Game

In Static: Investigator Training, you will play the role of Julie Masters, an ambitious fan of all things Paranormal; who recently
requested membership with Berkshire Paranormal. Julie will investigate the mansion and surrounding areas collecting evidence;
though paranormal events have been documented at the mansion Julie ends up uncovering an interesting addition to the ghostly

history.
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I have no clue what to do. I've literally pressed every button on my keyboard and mouse, I can't seem to make any progress. I
was able to buy workers and assign them to build a sawmill and whatever other mill it said I needed to build... but it's already
showing I don't have resources to finish those buildings? However, as far as I can tell the only way to gather resources is using
those buildings. So... how is that supposed to work? Furthermore, I can't move the camera at all... and there is no menu option to
view controls nor is their a guide provided on steam. This feels completely dead in the water. I'm going to go back in and try to
continue figuring things out, but until some sort of explanation or guidance is provided this game is a hard pass from me. Is this
game listed in early access? It should be if it isn't. This is a horrible user experience. I plan on refunding if I can't get some
answers here.

--Update--

So it appears that despite the game saying I don't have the resources available I was able to successfully build the windmill ...
while I was logged out writing this original review its progress meter filled. So essentially this looks like a really bad click and
wait game with no real guidance on what to do or what your goal is. It's definitely not a finished product and should be listed as
early access if nothing else.

One other big evidence that this game is unfinished... there is no way to "delete" your character/account/save? Idk what you
would call it because the game doesn't say. So effectively, you cannot restart. You're stuck with whatever first game entry you've
created. I'm asking for a refund now. This was an extremely misleading entry in the steam store.. Great little game, Especially
for the price well worth it. It gives you a great workout. I used to play a game like this back in the 80s lol, NOW im in the
bleeding game lol thats MAD lol
. Judging after MotoGP13 and MotoGP15
A.I. - improved.
Sounds - improved.
Physics - imporved.
Graphics - impoved.
Gameplay - improved.
Controller response - improved.
User interface in-game - improved.
Loads of challenges to keep you busy, including vehicles on 4 wheels.
Can't think of something wrong.
Featuring Valentino Rossi!

Waiting for MotoGP17.. This game is so wonderfully confusing. Honestly the reviews say more than I can think to say. I will
say this, just as you start to comprehend the rabbit hole you're exploring it slaps you in the face and amazes you all over again.
It's freaking hard but it's just so beautiful.. I think this game would be fun with a group of friends. The reason I wasn't too
excited when testing it out was because the button mapping on the Oculus Rift Touch controllers is all wrong. You're given a
tutorial that tells you what the button presses should do on the Oculus Touch, however, the tutorial is wrong. You teleport by
pressing grip not A or X. You can't turn without physically turning.

The graphics and sounds are good. Some items you can interact with and others you can't. The interactions are very clunky. The
puzzles are obtuse. It's one of those puzzle games where you have to look all around for what the code is to opening a lock. If
you like that kind of escape / puzzle game, then this is for you.

I have to admit, however, that adding the component of co-op multiplayer to this type of game is a pretty neat idea. It just needs
to be implemented better. Making everyone have to own the DLC sucks.

Rating 5/10. Needs polish.. Massive tank battles with a piece of strategy.
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The one big minus is speed of our tank and very long routes on some levels.. In the first 5 mins,you think its a bad game. But
after 5 mins,you get addicted to the cool story.
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Really fun, somewhat skill based free pvp.

Also buggy, laggy, and lacking content.

But fun enough to play for a week. The gamepad support is for Wii motes... need I say more?

I had to permanentrly remove this from my account. It was so bad I couldn't bring myself to ask for a refund. It's not even worth
the steam cards.. Although it has some annoying limitations, it's seriously invaluable to me at this point, and at this price it's hard
to recommend any thing else. I'm sure some of the really high-end softwares are worth it but if you don't want to take that risk
or you just can't afford it, I have very little to complain about here.

It fixes seams with reasonable efficiency, has loads of colour options for each map, allows you to paste images from the
clipboard, supports multiple images to blend at once, generates very good maps, is fast, offers many shape layers on height and
normal maps, often knows what to do with lighting in a photograph, and is just overall good and cheap.

My complaints? Two: only square textures are supported, so I have to paste my non-tiling textures into Photoshop and 'square'
them with a border before using them in this software; and when you blend maps with other images you have, you can't
completely control the way it blends and you have to keep the original map as your 'main' map. Annoying, but worth the good it
comes with.. Second best zoo game i know ^^. the definitive version of wolf3D. I never wrote a review before but for this really
fun and creative game I will.
A lot of effort went into this gem and it's well worth buying.
I hope this company will make more VR games soon.. This a great step up from the first installment in the Runaway series in
many ways. The improvements are enough for me to say that I would recommend this game to a friend. Before I talk about what
really worked for this game, let me say the big issues I experienced.

I broke the game in Act 2 by using the butter on Joshua while he worked on the bull, before I greased up the chain and untied it.
This made it so I was unable to progress and it wound up taking me about an hour to finally consult the walkthrough and find
out that it was impossible to continue. This is a really unfortunate thing to happen so early in the game, but I wish that was the
worst thing I experienced. All of Act 4 was laggy beyond playability. I had to go through it with a walkthrough next to me,
because every action took double the amount of time it should. If I did this legitimately, it probably would have taken a day just
to play this one Act. Also, Joshua felt a little too much like the racially charged Mickey Rooney character in Breakfast at
Tiffany's, which got overbearing at times.

The story is pretty good, and it definitely keeps you guessing with the inclusion of military and alien things. There are some
great characters that you'll remember like Knife, O'Connor, and Archibald. I didn't understand that I was playing through a "To
Be Continued" game though, which can be upsetting when you see it. I feel like Pendulo could have stated that better in the
description on Steam, because after 20+ hours of figuring out puzzles, I want to see Brian save Gina!

All around, it's a great game, and I enjoyed all of the parts that played well. The logic through the game made sense, and it was
fun to get the rewarding moments of successfully solving a puzzle. The cutscenes were also fun to watch, and it felt like they
greatly added to the player having empathy to the characters.. Why you stop support your product?
I really liked it and I'm waiting for updates. Update: They've added more to this game since I last reviewed it. There's a scary
mode and a santa mode. They've also improved the graphics. Here's my video of the updates.
https://youtu.be/cccM-7V7opY

Original review: There are 3 modes. The plank part of this is the least interesting part, but I like that you can fall off and die due
to gravity. Too many other games let you hover in the air instead of falling. The 2nd most interesting is the colored skywriting
while flying. The most interesting is flying around with a jet in each hand. You're supposed to be be putting out fires, but you
don't have to. When you do put out fires, you'll find that the water is buggy and often doesn't want to work. The other thing that
may or may not be a bug is that, if you get too high, the city disappears and becomes all white. Since it's not that graphically
intensive, I'd think that my PC could render the city from a far distance. That needs to be fixed. Also, the city needs to be made
bigger. The closest thing to this game as far as flying around a city is Omega Agent, but that game only lets you use a gamepad..
Pass on Yooka-Laylee, and buy two copies of Voodoo Vince: Remastered.
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